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Riding the rising 
rates tide

Y
ou’d be hard pressed to see the COVID-19 pandemic as a positive – 
from the horrendous loss of life to its economic impact to the disrup-
tion to our daily lives, it has been nothing short of catastrophic. Yet 

amid the turmoil and the gloom, the mortgage market thrived. Households 
added close to $108 billion in mortgage debt during 2020, according to the 
latest figures from StatCan – a significant jump from around $72 billion in 
2019 and just under $46 billion in 2018.

Yet for the first time in months, Canadian brokers are now facing consistently 
rising rates. Lenders, followed by the big banks, are raising their interest rates as 
positive economic and vaccine news pushes bond yields up. This rise is starting 
to be felt in every market, among every kind of borrower. But what does that 
mean for mortgage brokers? The answer is simple: more opportunity.

If 2020 was easy pickings for brokers, 2021 is shaping up as an opportunity 
to prove their worth on a different scale. It’s time for brokers to redouble their 
efforts to educate clients, contextualizing rate increases and explaining what 
impact this is likely to have on their monthly mortgage payments.

“I’ve been educating my clients and advising them on their budgets – espe-
cially making sure that they can handle increases in their payments,” Sarah 
Nixon-Miller, a broker with TMG The Mortgage Group in Halifax, told 
MortgageBrokerNews.ca in March. “We look at what they’re working with each 
month and allocate for homeownership, including expenses beyond the mort-
gage payment. I’m also educating them on some of the other options available.”

Brokers across the country are facing a mix of rising rates, worried clients 
and market competition. Amid changes and potential discomforts, now is the 
time for clients to go back to their budgets and look at what they can truly 
afford rather than what will leave them maxed out. In other words, it’s time to 
go back to the philosophy of education, education, education. That is, after all, 
what separates the best brokers from the pack.

The team at Canadian Mortgage Professional

If 2020 was easy pickings for brokers, 
2021 is shaping up as an opportunity to 
prove their worth on a different scale
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 MORTGAGE 
ACTIVITY DRIVES 
DEBT GROWTH

$2.07 trillion
Overall consumer debt in Canada  

in the fourth quarter of 2020

4.1% 
Annual increase in overall  

consumer debt in Q4 

Source: Equifax, March 2021
Source: Finder.com, February 2021

3%
Year-over-year decrease in  
non-mortgage debt in Q4

22.1%
Year-over-year increase in  

mortgage debt in Q4

 DEBT STRESS INTENSIFIES FOR CERTAIN 
DEMOGRAPHICS
Overall, more than two out of five Canadians say they feel stressed about the debt they incurred 
in 2020, according to a recent study by Finder.com. That stress was especially acute for women, 
millennials and middle-class earners.

Ongoing trends and fundamentals suggest that housing sales and price growth will remain 
strong through this year and the next, according to the Canadian Real Estate Association 
– though perhaps slightly less frenetic than in 2020. In its latest quarterly forecast, CREA 
predicted that activity will start to return to normal levels over the next two years. However, 
as COVID-19 vaccinations begin to reawaken economic activity and immigration, sales and 
prices are likely to remain above pre-pandemic levels.

 HOUSING ACTIVITY TO LEVEL OFF
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 THE GROWING NEED TO 
FIGHT FRAUD
Amid heightened mortgage activity, 40% of Canadians told 
Equifax they think mortgage fraud is a growing problem – and 
more than three-quarters believe the industry should be doing 
more to protect them from fraud and identity theft. 

Source: Finder.com, March 2021

Source: Equifax, March 2021

 CONSUMERS’ OUTLOOK IMPROVES
As the Canadian economy continues to recover from the economic impact of 
COVID-19, the Conference Board of Canada’s consumer confidence index hit 90.7  
in January – its highest point since the start of the pandemic last March. 

Source: Conference Board of Canada, Bloomberg-Nanos, January 2021

 WHEN WILL THE 
BANK OF CANADA 
MOVE RATES AGAIN?
With the Bank of Canada committing to freezing 
its overnight rate at 0.25% for the long haul, 
more than half of the economists polled by 
Finder.com believe the record-low rate will hold 
for two or more years. 

ECONOMISTS’ BoC INTEREST RATE PREDICTIONS

Source: CREA Quarterly Forecast, March 2021

of Canadians are anxious about 
online fraud

think the mortgage industry should 
take more impactful steps to 
ensure data security 

of Canadians believe mortgage 
fraud is a growing problem

of consumers are worried their 
stolen data could be deceitfully 
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NATIONAL AVERAGE HOME PRICE

68.6%
believe their current 

employment is at least 
somewhat secure21%

say their finances 
are better now  
than they were  
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53.1%
of Canadians believe 

home prices will increase 
over the next six months

33.9%
of consumers think the 

economy will be stronger 
in the next six months 
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NEWS ANALYSIS

THE MIGRATION of homebuyers away 
from major urban centres is one of the more 
interesting curveballs thrown by COVID-19. 
The sudden creation of what many believe 
will be a lasting remote work paradigm forced 
the country’s homeowners to question the 
logic of paying big-city prices for their homes 
if proximity to a job downtown is no longer 
a requirement. If you can live anywhere and 
still be able to clock in for work, why not sell at 
today’s inflated prices and pay cash for what’s 
almost certainly going to be a larger property 
in a quieter, less congested community? 

Canada’s urban exodus has been a boon 

for small-town Realtors and mortgage 
brokers, but where will these new home-
owners be once cities regain their reputation 
as the employment, educational and cultural 
capitals they have always been? 

Until last year, residents of these formerly 
secondary and tertiary markets had options. 
If Peterborough gets too expensive, buy 

in Lindsay. If you can’t afford Kelowna, 
there’s always Penticton. Now that big-city 
buyers are coming to town with enough 
cash to smother most local bids, prices in 
even off-the-grid Ontario communities like  
Dunnville and Cayuga, both south of 
Hamilton, have risen to levels few locals are 
prepared to pay.

“They’re going through the roof,” Graeme 
Moss, a broker with Hamilton-based 
VERICO Fair Mortgage Solutions, says of 
home prices in the region. “A home that 
would have gone for $300,000 two or three 
years ago is now going for $545,000 or more.”

According to the Canadian Real Estate 
Association, the average price of homes sold 
in Ontario in December 2020 was 20.1% 
higher than a year before. Giving advice in 
such a roiled market is tricky.

“People are feeling that the prices are so 
high that they can’t be sustained,” Moss says. 
“They’re asking if it’s a bubble, and we’re not 

Some of the ripple effects of Canadians’ pandemic-
triggered departure from major cities won’t be 
felt for years, but some are washing over small 
communities right now

sure what to say. The prices seem very, very 
high. But if we say to a person, ‘Step back and 
don’t transact,’ what if in six months prices 
are higher again?”

The problem is less pronounced in 
Alberta, where six years of soft home values 
and a battered economy have kept home 
prices grounded in both the province’s major 
cities and its rural communities. But Alberta 
hasn’t escaped the urban exodus entirely. 
The average sale price in the province rose a 
healthy 12.3% in January, but the only urban 
market to experience price gains of more 
than 8% was Lethbridge. The benchmark 
price in Calgary rose only 1.9% in January, 
while Fort McMurray’s was down a horri-
fying 25.8% – indicating that much of the 
price growth is likely happening in off-the-
radar communities.

Alberta broker Tim Hurlbut of TNT 
Mortgages says Albertans will likely remain 

“People are feeling that the prices are 
so high that they can’t be sustained. 
They’re asking if it’s a bubble”  
Graeme Moss, VERICO Fair Mortgage Solutions

Canada’s 
urban exodus

8        www.mortgagebrokernews.ca
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open to paying higher prices because of the 
intangible benefits of rural living.

“The reason for the exodus, in my opinion, 
is more people are being forced to spend time 

with family and are enjoying it,” he says. “The 
hustle and bustle can be tough on families 
and relationships, and people realize a slower 
pace in life can be more enjoyable.”

In BC, CENTUM’s Reza Sabour says the 
price increases related to the Vancouver 
exodus can be seen as people flee the city to 
the east.

“When they do, it creates a bit of a 
tsunami of escalating prices,” he says. “For 
example, as people in downtown Vancouver 
head to Burnaby, the prices in Burnaby 

soar. When people in Burnaby head to New 
Westminster, the prices in New Westminster 
soar. With each level of migration, the next 
city experiences a price increase due to the 
demand and very limited stock of supply.” 

Because of the demand for housing and 
the amount of price growth being seen in 
smaller communities, some lenders are 

“The reason for the exodus … is more 
people are being forced to spend time 
with family and are enjoying it”  
Tim Hurlbut, TNT Mortgages

beginning to soften their stances on where 
and how much to lend. John Vo of Spicer 
Vo Mortgage in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, 
told CMP that he experienced multiple scen-
arios in 2020 where lenders first reduced 
the amount they were willing to lend on a 
property because of its rural location, only 
to change course and fund between 75% and 
80% in towns like Lake Echo and Wolfville.

The question now is just how long and 
how deeply these new rural homeowners will 
remain in love with their new communities. 
When they eventually yearn to return to city 
life, the lineup of people waiting to take their 
place might not be so long.

“I do find it interesting,” Vo says, “that 
people are making lifelong decisions because 
of what’s going on in the short term.”  

Rates.ca’s Livability Report recently 
ranked the top 10 locations in Canada 
based on a combination of home price 
growth and mortgage costs, as well as 
economic and quality of life factors like 
population growth, amenities and climate.

Langford, BC 
Average home price: $725,300

Kelowna, BC 
Average home price: $553,175

Trois-Rivières, QC
Average home price: $224,600

Bathurst, NB
Average home price: $112,850

Rossland, BC
Average home price: $443,889

Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON 
Average home price: $515,000

Cowichan Bay, BC
Average home price: $561,900

Sydney, NS 
Average home price: $157,338

Penticton, BC
Average home price: $523,386

Quebec City, QC
Average home price: $283,000

Source: Rates.ca, March 2021

TOP 10 SMALLER 
MARKETS IN CANADA
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BANK UPDATE

Financial results season is often noted for its 
positive spin – CEOs insisting that the latest 
massive loss actually represents positive shoots 
of recovery and was an expected fall as the 
company embarks on a turnaround. Not this 
time, however – the first quarter’s financial 
results were a resounding success for Canada’s 
banking giants. 

Scotiabank took centre stage first, reporting 
a 6.9% annual increase in profits, thanks to a 
much-improved lending environment, espe-
cially in mortgages. On the same day in late 
February, BMO also stepped up to the plate 
and hit a home run – 36% annual growth in 
profit, driven largely by higher trading revenue.

On day two of financial results season, it 
was up to National Bank and RBC to keep the 
momentum going, and they duly obliged. 
National Bank reported annual net income 
growth of 25%, while RBC also made it into the 
double digits with a 10% year-over-year leap in 
net income.

On the final day of reporting, CIBC dazzled 
with 34% net income growth, shortly followed 
by TD Bank, which enjoyed a 10% climb in  
net income.

So what was the secret to this all-around 
success? Certainly, both personal and commer-
cial lending played a significant role, given the 
surge in homeowners looking to relocate away 
from urban environments. However, the 
consistent theme was that banks were able to 
maintain continuity despite the stresses and 

Fixed rate 
increase likely to 
boost Big Six 
profit margins

Canadian banks’ profit margins will likely 
benefit from the recent increase in fixed 
mortgage rates, prompted in part by a 
rise in five-year bond yields. However, 
some observers are warning that steady 
growth in rates could blunt demand for 
loans. “The fact that yields are moving 
up is a double-edged sword,” said Sadiq 
Adatia, chief investment officer at Sun 
Life Global Investments, who initially 
projected that fixed rates wouldn’t rise 
until mid-2021. Adatia added that any 
“significant movement” in rates will put 
pressure on mortgage growth while 
raising funding costs.

Economists warn 
of potential for 
speculative 
market activity

Economists at some of Canada’s 
largest banks have issued warnings that 
the housing market could soon see a 
heightened level of speculation that 
could lead to new regulations. Average 
home prices are continuing their steady 
upward march, and rising prices “often 
invite heightened speculative activity, 
which adds more fuel to already hot 
markets,” said RBC senior economist 
Robert Hogue. Scotiabank economist 
Derek Holt added that “Ottawa has 
been caught completely off-guard in the 
magnitude of the housing response to 
very low financing costs.”

Laurentian Bank 
reports strong 
results for first 
quarter of 2021

Laurentian Bank celebrated a “good 
start to the year,” reporting strong 
earnings in the first quarter. The 
Montreal-based banking group posted a 
net income of $44.8 million and diluted 
earnings per share of $0.96 for the 

quarter ending January 31, compared 
with $32.2 million and $0.68 for the 
same period in 2020. Laurentian Bank’s 
revenue stood at $247.4 million for Q1. 
President and CEO Rania Llewellyn 
attributed the results to “a strong 
performance in capital market activities, 
the resumption of growth in commercial 
banking and our strong cost discipline.”

CIBC, BMO delay 
employees’ 
return to the 
office past April

CIBC and BMO both recently revealed 
plans to postpone their employees’ 
return to their offices past their original 
April target. As reported by Reuters, 
a CIBC internal memo revealed that 
the majority of the bank’s employees 
who are currently operating off-site 
– comprising approximately 70% of 
its workforce – will remain in remote 
working setups “until at least the 
end of June.” In a similar move, BMO 
spokesperson Jeff Roman told Reuters 
that the bank is “no longer working 
towards an April timeframe for returning 
to the office.”

RBC pledges 
$500 billion  
to sustainable 
finance goal

RBC has announced that it will allocate 
$500 billion toward its goal of achieving 
net-zero emissions across its lending 
operations by 2050, in keeping with 
Canada’s involvement in the Paris 
Agreement. In addition, RBC noted that 
its sustainable finance program met 
its earlier $100 billion target last year, 
and the bank promised to measure and 
report emissions in major sectors it is 
financing starting in 2022. RBC had 
previously vowed it would not directly 
finance any activity that will disrupt the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, joining 
the likes of BMO and TD Bank in making 
such a commitment.

Canada’s largest banks 
kicked off 2021 with 
impressive results, but 
COVID-19 continues to 
foster uncertainty

The Big Six 
report big 
numbers

NEWS BRIEFS
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What does 
RBC think of 
brokers?
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Sahasrabudhe

Chief operating officer
RBC WEALTH 

MANAGEMENT

Years in the industry   
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Fast fact 
Sahasrabudhe has 
experience working 
with financial services 
institutions globally in 
the areas of banking and 
wealth management

strains of the pandemic. 
“This is a reflection of the resiliency of our 

diversified business model, prudent approach 
to risk management, significant technology 
investments, and our colleagues’ dedication to 
our clients and communities,” said Dave 
McKay, president and CEO of RBC.

Still, there were words of caution from 
some banks that while the worst of the 
COVID-19 pandemic might be over, its full 
effects have yet to be discovered.

“The actual impacts will depend on future 
events that are highly uncertain, including the 
extent, severity and duration of the COVID-19 
pandemic and its variants, as well as the effect-
iveness of actions and measures taken by 
governments, monetary authorities and regu-
lators over the long term,” National Bank said 
in its quarterly report.

Yet there is plenty of room for optimism, 
too. Further forward momentum is extremely 
likely, as the Canadian economy “is expected to 
rebound strongly in subsequent quarters as 
vaccines become more widely available and 
restrictions are relaxed,” BMO said in its report 
to shareholders.

“The actual impacts 
[of the pandemic] will 
depend on future events 
that are highly uncertain”

It’s one of the biggest banking names in the country, so it’s no 
surprise that RBC has a substantial range of mortgage products. 
In addition to its fixed- and variable-rate products, it also offers a 
host of specialty offerings, such as those for investment properties, 
vacation homes and cash-back mortgages.

However, RBC offers mortgage solutions to clients directly, so 
what does it think of brokers? And are there any lessons brokers  
can learn from the big bank’s model? CMP reached out to RBC’s 
Amit Sahasrabudhe to find out.

 What is RBC expecting in terms of mortgage demand  
in 2021? What factors do you believe are going to drive  
that demand?
It’s always difficult to predict what is going to happen over the 
course of a year. The latest RBC Economics research tells us that 
the Canadian housing market is headed for another record year in 
2021, but signs of cooling are also likely to emerge. A lack of supply, 
especially for detached homes, will certainly be a factor.

 What is RBC’s attitude toward Canada’s mortgage  
broker community? 
At RBC, we choose to offer our mortgage solutions to our clients 
directly. We know that mortgage brokers serve important segments 
of the population, including those who may not qualify for lending 
from a traditional bank.

 What does RBC offer in terms of customer service and 
solutions that brokers might be able to learn from? 
We take a proactive approach to customer service and always lead 
with advice. Throughout the pandemic, clients have been looking for 
help and understanding, which is why we’ve been reaching out – we 
want our clients to know we’re available to answer any questions 
they may have. When some of our clients fell on hard times, we 
worked with them, offering up to six months of mortgage payment 
deferrals if needed.

 Some economists are saying the boom being seen 
in secondary and tertiary real estate markets isn’t 
sustainable. Should recent homeowners in these 
communities be worried about the value of their homes?
The remarkable bounce-back the Canadian housing market 
experienced last year is likely not sustainable. But when we look 
across the country, demand far exceeds supply, and the value of 
homes continues to increase. We do not anticipate that will change 
in the near term.
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Grant Armstrong, Community Trust’s director 
of national sales, has a good feeling about 2021. 
“My gut is telling me it’s going to be an amazing 
year for the alternative lending market,” he 
says. “Canadians need alternative lending more 
than they’ve ever needed it before.”

The widespread employment change 
brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic 
caused the loss of household income and 
forced many borrowers to dip into their 
savings, resulting in those on the edge of 
qualifying as traditional prime clients being 

Providing a pandemic 
safety net

in 2021 – that mindset that Canadians and 
brokers have now to allow them to use and 
embrace alternative lending.”

The pandemic-prompted shift in employ-
ment has meant many clients are going into 
new fields entirely or are finding new ways of 
doing business. While it’s great that people are 
adapting to the current job market, Armstrong 
says, alternative lenders “should continue to pay 
attention to the client’s capacity to pay.”

Especially in the alternative space, the 
majority of clients tend to have non-traditional 
income sources – they’re often self-employed 
or work in the gig economy that’s boomed 
over the last few years. Traditionally, lenders 
tend to look at the last six months to two years 
of income, but Armstrong thinks it’s wise to 
narrow that window significantly, given the 
pandemic and its fallout.

“I would say put a focus on the last 90 days 
and really understand what the client’s going 
to do because employment styles and revenue 
streams have changed,” he says. “What was 
there just three months ago might not be 
there or might be completely different in the 
next couple months. Alternative lenders really 
need to understand clients’ income and their 
capacity to repay their mortgages.”

They helped Canadians weather COVID-19 – and now 
alternative lenders are poised to reap the rewards

pushed into the alternative lending market. 
As little as five years ago, alternative lending 
was a small subsection of the market, but 
especially over the last year, many Canadians 
have reconsidered their views of alt lending as 
a fringe option.

“More Canadians, more brokers, accept and 
understand that alternative financing isn’t just 
something they need to do in some cases, but is 
something they can use to enable them to meet 
the goals they want to achieve,” Armstrong 
says. “That’s a big part of what’s going to help 

NEWS BRIEFS Low rates squeezing 
alt lenders’ profit 
margins
Persistent low interest rates 

have left alternative lenders with razor-thin 
profit margins, according to Taylor Little, 
CEO of Neighbourhood Holdings – and he 
believes things are unlikely to get easier. 
Little predicts the alternative space will 
be flooded with funds in 2021, which will 
cause the cost of capital to drop, forcing 
those providing it to accept a lower return. 
“Neighbourhood can continue with low 
rates effectively indefinitely,” Little said, “but 
we’re not sure how long our competition 
can continue to lend at these rates.”

VWR looks  
to maintain 
momentum in 2021
While alternative lender VWR 

Capital Corp. faced significant challenges 
at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
president and COO Dimitri Kosturos told 
MortgageBrokerNews.ca that despite an 
initial drop in business, the worst-case 
scenario never materialized. Since mid-2020, 
things have progressed at a solid pace, and 
Kosturos expects that to continue in 2021. 
“Since August 2020, we’ve seen a significant 
increase in the number of file submissions,” 
he said. “We expect to see at least moderate 
growth in our portfolio this year.”

“My gut is telling me it’s 
going to be an amazing 
year for the alternative 
lending market”

ALTERNATIVE LENDING UPDATE
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What’s next in the tussle 
with COVID-19?

Industry calls for 
crackdown on 
high-rate lenders
Legislators and mortgage 

industry executives are calling for a 
crackdown on lenders who charge 
excessive interest rates in the wake of an 
in-depth investigation conducted by CBC 
Marketplace. Marketplace’s undercover 
investigation looked into the offerings of 
non-traditional lenders like CashMoney, 
Easyfinancial, Fairstone Financial and Money 
Mart, and found that interest rates could be 
as high as 46.96% – a level that critics say 
is unreasonable at a time when the Bank of 
Canada’s rates are at historic lows. 

First National 
reports positive 
results for 2020
First National has reported 

a 7% increase in mortgages under 
administration for 2020, bringing it to 
a record $118.7 billion. The alternative 
lender also saw its revenue increase by 
4% during the year. Chairman and CEO 
Stephen Smith credited the company’s 
MERLIN underwriting platform for 
helping it transition easily to a virtual 
environment and noted that the lender’s 
2020 performance reflects “the value of 
our longstanding business model and the 
extraordinary efforts of our employees.” 

Community Trust  
in growth mode  
for 2021
Community Trust is heading 

into 2021 focused on innovation and 
education. The company recently launched 
the Community Trust Café, an online hub 
for deal access and centralized information, 
and is looking to enhance its InstaShare 
and InstaValue tools. Community Trust also 
plans to bring more education and training 
to brokers. “Outside of some amazing 
products and service, we want to bring more 
value to our broker partners to enable them 
to better support their clients,” said national 
sales director Grant Armstrong.

Q&A

 How big of an impact has the COVID-19 
pandemic had on the alternative lending space?
COVID impacted the alternative space a bit more 
drastically than I feel it did the prime side of the 
business. Without the insurer backing, the alternative 
side relies more on covenant and income stability, 
or more risk mitigation being needed to ensure 
delinquency and ability to pay do not become an issue. 

The alternative space already deals with those 
unique situations like extended ratios, bruised credit 
and solutions for BFS clients, and the pandemic had 
more adverse impacts on those scenarios.

 What have been the key concerns of the 
brokers you work with, and how have you 
reacted to those concerns?
Brokers have expressed concerns on a variety of 
matters that were unforeseen in a global pandemic 
environment. [Their concerns include] increased 
property values and lower inventory, where often 
appraised values are far less than purchase prices, 
coupled with the need for modified appraisals due to 
COVID protocols and impacts to income where, during 
lockdowns, government supplement programs were 
put in place like CERB and CRB and a higher reliance 
on [employment insurance]. 

 How do you see the market developing as the 
economy reopens and vaccinations roll out?
As restrictions ease, I feel individuals needing 

mortgage financing will become more comfortable  
and open to starting the process they were maybe 
holding off on. 

With the restrictions of travel and entertainment, 
people have had the opportunity to accumulate more 
savings for purchasing as well. Whether purchase 
or refinance applications, people still have that fear 
and uneasiness surrounding the pandemic, which 
will subside with time. With vaccinations, the market 
should stabilize. 

 What do you see as your key market 
proposition at NPX?
Understanding the impacts to income and client debt 
load is going to be key moving forward through this 
pandemic. Some have seen an increased need for 
unsecured facilities to sustain everyday life where 
income has been adversely impacted. 

Refinances will be of a greater need in the 
alternative space to help clients consolidate their debts 
and work towards a reduction in monthly obligations 
and interest.

 What advantages can you offer brokers that 
they might not find elsewhere?
The biggest advantage with NPX is our ability to  
qualify at the contract rate. Being able to avoid the  
stress test allows us to offer more borrowing power  
to clients who would otherwise be tied down to 
reduced amounts.

Isabel Eydlin
Director of business 

development
MERIX FINANCIAL/NPX

Years in the industry   
16

Fast fact 
A former underwriter and 
BDM at Equitable Bank, 
Eydlin took on her current 
role at NPX in February
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INDUSTRY ICON

WHEN CMP caught up with Suzanne 
Fleur de Lys-Aujla, she was running on four 
hours’ sleep, the result of pulling double 
duty during her last few days at Equitable 
Bank and preparing for a new role as vice- 
president of growth and strategy for power-
house brokerage Valko Financial. The lack of 
shut-eye, even at the tail end of a whirlwind 
Friday, wasn’t an issue.

 “I’m OK with it,” she says. “I enjoy being 
with people. I love people.”

Fleur de Lys-Aujla explains that the 
people she’s crossed paths and collaborated 
with over the years are what have made a 
career in the mortgage industry one of her 
life’s proudest pursuits. When she first joined 
the industry as an administrator at Invis, 
it was just another job, she says. But as her 
duties evolved from admin to underwriting 
to brokering and she found herself inter-
acting each day with a new batch of similarly 
dedicated, thoughtful men and women, she 
knew she had found a home.

“I love this space with every fibre in me,” 
she says. “This industry has given so much to 
me personally. I just want to give back.”

Now 10 years into a career that has seen 
her put in time at Invis, DLC and Equitable 
Bank, Fleur de Lys-Aujla continues to find 
opportunities to repay the industry for all it 
has allowed her to do. She co-founded the 

FOR THE PEOPLE

BC Lenders Group Association to provide 
ongoing support to the province’s broker 
community. She has been the executive 
director and treasurer for CMBA. But her 
crowning achievement – so far, at least – 
is helping to launch and manage one of 
the Canadian mortgage industry’s most 
respected entities, Women in the Mortgage 
Industry (WIMI). 

Support where it’s needed 
WIMI grew out of Fleur de Lys-Aujla’s real-
ization that women looking for mentorship 
in the mortgage space faced a woeful lack 
of opportunities. In 2014, she partnered 
with Hali Noble and Suzanne Bebbington 
to create a Facebook group dedicated to 
providing advice and support for the indus-

“[Women in the Mortgage Industry] was 
actually a movement, because nothing like that 
had ever been seen before. And through that 
movement, we were able to connect people, 
which then created the conversations that 
supported change in the industry” 

Suzanne Fleur de Lys-Aujla has been an underwriter, a broker, a BDM and 
a leader in one of the industry’s most respected associations. Her success 
in each role has grown out of a passion for people and what they can 
accomplish with the right support

try’s female practitioners. Within three 
weeks, the original WIMI group had added 
more than 2,000 members.

Over the past seven years, WIMI has 
evolved into something far more than a safe 
space for discussing the ups and downs of 
building a career in mortgage. While Fleur 
de Lys-Aujla is reluctant to define WIMI 
and thereby potentially limit its reach, it can 

reasonably be described as a mentorship 
community where more than 4,000 members 
come for support, camaraderie and practical 
advice from a host of experts, from lenders 
offering product details to doctors sharing 
vital information about women’s health. 

“Back in 2014, it was actually a move-
ment, because nothing like that had ever 

PEOPLE
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Name: Suzanne Fleur de Lys-Aujla

Title: Vice-president, growth and 
strategy

Company: Valko Financial

Location: Vancouver

Years in the industry: 10

PROFILE
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been seen before,” Fleur de Lys-Aujla says. 
“And through that movement, we were able 
to connect people, which then created the 
conversations that supported change in the 
mortgage broker industry.”

The overwhelmingly positive response 
WIMI received meant the group would 
require constant time and attention in order 
to stay relevant long-term. Fleur de Lys-Aujla 
knew she had a choice to make: continue 
building a successful brokering business 
where the time demands would inevitably 
draw her away from WIMI, or pursue a 
new role that would allow her to take care 

of her family while also having the time and 
support necessary to continue making WIMI 
a vital force for good. 

When a business development role 
opened up at Equitable Bank – arguably 
Canada’s most progressive lender in terms of 
social justice and inclusion initiatives – it was 
a match made in mortgage heaven.

“Equitable was an easy fit because I had 
a manager who was an amazing mentor to 
me. He really supported everything I wanted 
to do with WIMI,” Fleur de Lys-Aujla says, 
lauding the lender for supplying the know-
ledge and resources to make its employees 
not just better businesspeople, but better 
people overall. 

But all good things must come to an end. 
In February, after five years as one of Equit-
able Bank’s top regional business managers, 
Fleur de Lys-Aujla was offered a position 
with Valko Financial that aligns with every 

one of her core beliefs and ambitions.
“Everything I’ve done in my career has 

brought me to this point,” she says.

Training alone isn’t enough
One of the reasons for Fleur de Lys-Aujla’s 
excitement is Valko Financial’s intense focus 
on education. She and her new boss, Tracy 
Valko, are creating a mentorship-driven shop 
where, after a year or two of training, brokers 
are “going to have about 10 years’ worth” of 
university-level training.

“There’s nothing like this out there that I 
know of,” she says.

Training, long one of Fleur de Lys- 
Aujla’s passions, is something she feels the 
industry has largely gotten right. While it’s 
true that many new agents come into the 
broker channel without understanding the 
first thing about building a business, she is 
satisfied with the amount of training offered 
to newbies once they land with a brokerage. 

But agents, she adds, have to realize that 
training is not a panacea for all that ails 
their fledgling businesses. In an industry this 
competitive, those who survive are the ones 
who commit to the grind and exhaust them-
selves daily in the pursuit of excellence.

“You can’t expect everything just to be 
handed to you,” she says. “I didn’t get my 
career handed to me. I’ve put everything I 
have into everything I do. As a business owner 
and as a person who’s out there working, I’ve 
got to take the initiative. I have to invest in 
myself so I can invest in other people.”  

INDUSTRY ICON

“You can’t expect everything just to be handed  
to you. I’ve put everything I have into everything 
I do. I have to invest in myself so I can invest  
in other people”

WOMEN IN THE 
MORTGAGE INDUSTRY 
AT A GLANCE

PEOPLE
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YEAR FOUNDED 
2014

FOUNDERS 
Suzanne Fleur de Lys-Aujla, Hali Noble  

and Suzanne Bebbington

CURRENT MEMBERS 
4,000+

COST OF MEMBERSHIP 
Free

RESOURCES OFFERED 
Mentorship, family support, career 
development, product information,  

women’s health, business coaching 

AWARDS 
Best Industry Service Provider, Canadian 

Mortgage Awards, 2016; Award for 
Innovation, Alberta Mortgage Brokers 

Association, 2016
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OPINION GOT AN OPINION THAT COUNTS?
Email mortgagebrokernews@kmimedia.ca

Keep what’s 
yours
Chris Karram offers a valuable strategy for 
mortgage brokers who, after a killer 2020, might  
be dreading the tax man’s imminent arrival

EACH YEAR, as RRSP season draws to a 
close and tax season begins to ramp up, we get 
a lot of questions from high-income earners 
and business owners, including successful 
mortgage agents and brokers, who are frus-
trated either by being limited in their RRSP 
contributions or because they just wrote a 
much larger cheque to the Canada Revenue 
Agency than they expected. 

There are solutions to this dilemma, one 
of which is understanding the power a prop-
erly structured life insurance policy provides. 
It’s possible to turn a tax-exempt, cash-value 
life insurance policy into one of the safest and 
most powerful assets in your portfolio.

Life insurance is by far the most misunder-
stood asset class in Canada. Most people 
only see it as a benefit to their dependents 
or their already successful family members. 
But almost all the wealthiest families in every 
industrialized nation in the world see this 
instrument as an asset to use for themselves, 
not just the next generation.

The biggest reason why wealthy families 
own life insurance is not because they need 
life insurance. It’s because they understand 
the inherent value it provides as a tax plan-
ning tool – specifically, as a tax-free living 
asset as they continue to build their family’s 
generational wealth. 

If you’re a high-earning mortgage profes-
sional or business owner, you can use life 
insurance to create tax-free growth, tax-free 
income and a liquid, accessible tax-free 
account during your lifetime. If that sounds 
familiar, it’s because all three of these bene-
fits are what make the traditional TFSA so 

powerful – only this asset doesn’t come with 
a $6,000 annual deposit limit or need to be 
held in your personal name alone.

Whether you are incorporated or not, 
using life insurance as an asset gives you three 
critical advantages.

Tax-free growth: Whether you own your 
policy, a holding company owns it or even a 
family trust owns it, there’s steady, predictable 
growth of your tax-free cash value. In Canada, 
these policies have been paying a profit every 
year since 1848.

Tax-free access: How many financial 
products in Canada offer you both tax-free 
growth and tax-free access? Only three: your 
TFSA, your principal residence and a person-
ally or corporately funded life insurance policy. 

Capital preservation: One of the unique 
features of cash-value life insurance is that 
your dividend cash value vests each year. This 
means you never have to worry about a market 
crash or even a subtle decrease, because your 
cash is safe and contractually guaranteed.  

If you’re like most people, you’re more 
focused on wealth creation than on wealth 
preservation. That makes access to your 
capital essential, which is especially true if you 

invest in private mortgages and real estate. 
One powerful strategy that many of our 

clients rely on as they continue to accumulate 
wealth is to use their policy as an asset that 
can be leveraged to build additional assets. 
If you own a business, invest in real estate 
or fund private mortgages, this is a unique 
strategy. Why not consider flowing those same 
taxable dollars through a tax-free life insur-
ance policy first, then right back out to the 
original investment or asset you were going to 
take advantage of in the first place?

Here’s how it works. First, purchase a 
cash-value life insurance policy and assign it 
to any major Canadian bank. The bank then 
lends you back 100% of your annual deposit, 
or 100% of your total cash value. You reinvest 
these proceeds into your business, real estate 
portfolio or investment of your choosing.

The exact same concept and rules apply to 
borrowing from real estate to invest in your 
business or other qualifying assets. You effect-
ively use one source of capital to build two 
separate assets simultaneously, all the while 
ensuring that your family keeps as much of 
the wealth you have built over your lifetime as 
possible, without having to fire sale half of it to 

pay your terminal tax bill with the CRA. 
This strategy ticks a lot of boxes for 

mortgage professionals: interest-only loan 
payments, a tax-free benefit to your estate 
and/or business, and the ability for incorpor-
ated brokers to use corporate funds and avoid 
paying personal tax rates. If you’re looking for 
new ways to build wealth as tax-efficiently as 
possible, life insurance is an asset class worth 
understanding.  

Chris Karram is a co-founder and financial advisor 
at SafeBridge Financial Group, which originated the 
Mortgage Centred Financial Planning approach.

“The biggest reason why wealthy families own 
life insurance is not because they need life 
insurance. It’s because they understand the 
inherent value it provides as a tax planning tool”
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This year’s Top 75 managed to rise 
above the uncertainty of COVID-19 
to fund a collective $10.1 billion in 
volume over the past year
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TOP 75 BROKERS
SPECIAL REPORT

IN 2020, the mortgage industry was as 
stunned as any by the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic, which heralded arguably the 
greatest professional adjustment that brokers 
have ever faced: the shutdown of offices and 
temporary end of face-to-face meetings, as 
well as profound turmoil in a market where 
the job security of countless Canadians was 
thrown into question. 

It’s a testament to brokers’ resilience 
and adaptability that, despite the upheaval 
and uncertainty they faced throughout the 
pandemic, 2020 emerged as yet another 
record-breaking year. In fact, each of 
this year’s Top 75 Brokers funded at least  
$81 million in volume in 2020 – an increase 
of $12 million from last year’s threshold, and 
up a remarkable $21 million from 2018. 

TOP 75 BROKERS: 
Reaching new heights

THE TOP 75 BY PROVINCE

In January, CMP put out a call for 
nominations for this year’s Top 75 
Brokers list. To be eligible for the list, 
brokers must have been employed 
and licensed as a mortgage broker in 
2020 and have personally initiated 
all deals and volume submitted. 
Brokers were also required to submit 
a breakdown of their deals with 
verifiable lender contact information. 
All deals had to have been residential, 
and no other parties could have 
received commission on these deals 
(although back-office support in 
processing loans was acceptable). 

In total, CMP received more  
than 250 nominations for this year’s 
list. The final Top 75 were selected 
based on their overall funded volume 
for 2020.

CMP also highlighted the brokers 
making waves in smaller markets by 
recognizing the Top 20 Small Market 
Brokers – those who conduct at least 
80% of their business in markets 
where the average home price is 
$365,000 or less.  

METHODOLOGY

Unsurprisingly, many of the brokers on 
this year’s list saw their business plans go 
out the window as soon as the reality of the 
pandemic struck. 

“There was a huge amount of anxiety 
and angst as the pandemic was rolling out,” 
says Gary Mauris, president and CEO of 
Dominion Lending Centres. “People in North 
America were terrified [about] whether or 
not they were going to be able to make their 
mortgage payments and whether they were 
going to be losing their jobs or not.”

The shift to digital
One of the most striking challenges for 
brokers as they adjusted to the oft-referenced 
‘new normal’ was the reality of conducting 
business digitally. While it might have been a 

14th
Year of CMP’s  
Top 75 Brokers list

$136.7 million
Average annual  
volume among the  
Top 75 Brokers

305
Average number of  
deals funded by this 
year’s Top 75

British  
Columbia 23

Ontario 43

Quebec 4 Novia 
Scotia 2

Saskatchewan 1

Manitoba 1

Alberta 1
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significant hurdle initially, many of this year’s 
Top 75 Brokers quickly adapted to their new 
circumstances. Of the silver linings that have 
emerged for the mortgage industry from the 
pandemic, it’s clear that remote working is 
high on the list. 

“Before [last year], there was this massive 
reluctance to use digital conferencing,” Mauris 

says. “Now the whole world was forced to use 
it. All of a sudden, people said, ‘Wow – I can 
work via Zoom. I can see more customers in 
a day. My transaction time is faster.’ It’s much 
quicker just by nature.”

The flexibility brokers gained from 
working remotely also contributed to a 
bumper year for the industry, Mauris adds. 
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When you need 
speed and agility
as much as you 
need funding.

“Companies realized that people who work 
from home were actually more efficient with 
their time. They got more done.”

Another unexpected benefit for the mort-
gage industry – and one of the reasons it 
emerged relatively unscathed from the chaos 
– was that COVID-19 brought the advan-
tages of the broker channel sharply into view 
for customers and lenders alike. Many of this 
year’s Top 75 Brokers told CMP they realized 
that, now more than ever, their clients were 
relying on them to fight in their corner – and 
that level of care hasn’t gone unnoticed. 

“The mortgage brokerage industry has 
been extremely resilient in the face of the 
pandemic,” says Dino Di Pancrazio, presi-
dent of M3. “It can’t be overstated enough: 

“The position that the mortgage brokerage 
community now holds in the eyes of lenders 
has been enhanced. It’s gone to another level” 
Dino Di Pancrazio, M3
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The position that the mortgage brokerage 
community now holds in the eyes of lenders 
has been enhanced. It’s gone to another level.”

Amid the turmoil caused by the pandemic, 
mortgage professionals emerged as an indis-
pensable asset. Mounting uncertainty about 
job security and mortgage deferrals led many 
consumers to seek out the expertise and 
knowledge of a broker.  

“Many consumers, for the first time ever, 
went and reached out to a mortgage profes-
sional because nobody else would answer 
the phone call,” Mauris says. “Once you use 
a mortgage professional, you realize how 
powerful that relationship is.” 

In addition to prompting an exodus from 
urban centres to the suburbs, the pandemic 
led to a surge in refinances as interest rates 
plummeted, and many of this year’s Top 75 
Brokers were able to capitalize on that swing. 

“There was a shift in the market from new 
purchases to refi,” Di Pancrazio says. “That 
[added to] the mix of what a broker would 
see – normally they’re getting new purchases, 
but a bunch of folks, because of the dropping 
interest rates, ended up going to refinances.” 

The post-pandemic landscape
All told, this year’s Top 75 Brokers managed 
to fund a combined $10.1 billion in residen-

tial mortgages in 2020, and as talk tentatively 
turns to a pandemic recovery, much attention 
will be focused on how the industry can build 
on that momentum in 2021.

The industry’s progress in remote working 
has been so successful that it’s not clear 
whether brokers will ever fully return to the 
pre-pandemic way of conducting business. 

“If you look at any other industry that’s 
gone through digitization, once that progres-
sion [is made] to a more efficient way, it 
never goes back,” Di Pancrazio says. “That’s 
not to say that there won’t be some face-to-
face meetings going forward, but I think it’ll 
be much less than it was in the past. If you 
look at that Top 75 list, I would suspect you’re 
going to find folks who have embraced tech-
nology and the efficiencies that it brings.” 

A common wish among many of this  

year’s Top 75 was closer collaboration with 
lenders and the introduction of new products 
into the broker channel. Mauris is bullish on 
that front.  

“By nature of the changes … over the last 
12 months, I think the future for the whole 
community is really bright,” he says. “I think it’s 
actually opened a lot of Canadian consumers’ 
eyes to what we do. I think we’re going to ride 
that wave for some time right now; in order to 
keep it going, we just have to continue to focus 
on the customer. There’s a renewed interest 
from lenders coming into our space, [and] I 
expect to see other lenders coming in. I think 
that’s good for the consumer – more choice is 
good for the consumer.” 

Di Pancrazio likewise believes that a 
continued focus on the customer is essen-

tial to ensuring even greater success for the 
broker channel in 2021. 

“Make sure that you’re doing what your 
customer wants,” he says. “If that means 
interacting on a digital basis with them, you 
need to be there. The other thing is going 
back to the professionalism that we bring 
to the market: acting professionally and 
making sure that the consumer is always 
confident in who they’re dealing with and 
providing more than just, ‘Here’s a rate and 
here’s a mortgage.’”

While uncertainty is still running high, 
and it remains to be seen what shape Canada’s 
economic recovery will take, if the spectacular 
performance of this year’s Top 75 Brokers is 
anything to go by, the Canadian mortgage 
industry is well equipped to face any addi-
tional challenges. 

 BROKERS’ VOLUMES JUMP IN 2020

THE TOP 75 BROKERS’ TOTAL FUNDED VOLUME
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

$10.1 billion

$8.91 billion

$7.71 billion

$7.78 billion

$6.50 billion

“I think [the pandemic has] actually 
opened a lot of Canadian consumers’ 

eyes to what we do. I think we’re going to ride 
that wave for some time right now”  
Gary Mauris, DLC
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1 Dave Butler
BM Select, a division of  
Butler Mortgage

Phone: 888-684-8326
Email: info@bmselect.ca
Website: bmselect.ca

2 Scott Travelbea
DLC Travelbea & Associates

3 Joanna Lang
Outline Financial

4 Vu Le
Clear Trust Mortgages

5 Alex McFadyen
Canadian Mortgage Experts

6 Dalia Barsoum
Streetwise Mortgages

Phone: 800-208-6255
Email: info@streetwisemortgages.com
Website: streetwisemortgages.com

7 Lev Keselman
Peak Mortgage Company

8 Nick L’Ecuyer
Mortgage Wellness

9 Asim Ali
Royalty Financial

10 Mackenzie Gartside
Mackenzie Gartside & Associates Select 
Mortgage

11 Shawn Stillman
Mortgage Outlet

12 Clinton Wilkins
CENTUM Home Lenders

13 David Griffin
Griffin Financial Group

14 Daniel Patton
BM Select, a division of Butler Mortgage

15 Drew Donaldson
Donaldson Capital Corp.

16 Chris Allard
Smart Debt Mortgages

17 Eitan Pinsky
DLC Origin

18 Harry Toor
Mortgage Wisdom Corporation

19 Derek MacLean
Capital Mortgages

20 Tracy Valko
Valko Financial

21 Kyle Green
Green Mortgage Team

22 Paul Meredith
CityCan Financial

23 Ryan La Haye
RLH Group – Planiprêt

Phone: 450-629-3101
Email: rlahaye@planipret.com
Website: hypothequesrlh.com

24 James Harrison
Mortgages.ca

25 Troy MacBeth Abromaitis
New Wave Lending – The Mortgage Centre

26 Danny Ibrahim
KeyRate Corp.

27 Matthew O’Neil
Axiom Mortgage Solutions

28 Brandon Woodward
Bold Mortgage Group

29 Vikram Sran
Sandhu & Sran Mortgages

30 Mark Goode
Mortgage Man DLC

31 Janna Dawdy
JCMortgages.ca

32 Kajan Kunabalasingam 
iConnect Mortgages

33 Scott H. Bentley
Premiere Mortgage Centre

34 Chad Oyhenart
The Collective Mortgage Group

35 Anthony Contento
Sherwood Mortgage Group

36 Nick Kaaki
DLC The Mortgage Source

37 Raj Singh
Mortgage Architects

38 Tracy Luciani Price
Forest City Funding

39 Viktor Schaefer
One Link Mortgage & Financial

40 Inam Qureshi
Syndicate Lending Corporation

41 Susanna Penning
YourMortgageSpecialist.ca –  
The Mortgage Advisors

42 David Mayrand
Mortgage Architects YUL

43 Angela Calla
Angela Calla Mortgage Team

44 Skye McLean
Mortgage Connection

45 Luisa Hough 
Xeva Mortgage

46 Max Afzalimehr
Syndicate Mortgages

47 John Yeo
Keystart Mortgage

48 Rakhee Dhingra
Mortgage Savvy

49 Pearl Kwan
DLC Origin

50 Rakhi Madan
Key Mortgage Partners

51 Sharnjit Singh Gill
VERICO Superior Mortgage

52 Barry Baboolal
Complete Mortgage Solutions

53 Joshua Perez
Synergy Mortgage Group

54 Kevin Liddiard
Easy Street Mortgages

55 Sandra Allard
Les Hypotheques Sandra Allard – Planiprêt

56 Brad Unrau
DLC Maximum Mortgage Solutions

57 Lena Ohanjanians
Fuse Mortgage

58 Scott Brown
Ultimate Mortgage Group

59 Christian Amurao
Canadian Mortgage Experts – 
Open Doors Mortgage Team

60 Kelvin Lee
Clear Trust Mortgages

61 Shawna MacDonald
The Mortgages Associates EST

62 Dion Beg
Butler Mortgage

63 Sue Hameed
Mortgages With Sue – 
Platinum Mortgages Ottawa
Phone: 613-276-2746
Email: sue@platinummortgagesottawa.com
Website: mortgageswithsue.com

64 Tiffany Sun
DLC Elite – 
Homewise Lending
Phone: 778-892-9206
Email: homewiselendingcorp@gmail.com
Website: elitelending.ca

65 Phil Cragg
Mortgage Outlet

66 Elyse de Varennes
DLC Integrity Finance

67 Trish Pigott
DLC Primex Mortgages

68 Jeff Attwooll
VERICO Equity Care Mortgages

69 Terry Kilakos
North East Mortgages

70 Serguei Totrov
DLC Your Mortgage Choice

71 Vince Scarselli
DLC Meta Mortgage Group

72 Kirk Bryan
Genesis Financial Investment Group

73 Hiren Patel
Affinity Mortgage Solutions

74 Todd Payzant
Neighbourhood Dominion Lending Centres

75 Jason Georgopoulos
DLC Estate Mortgages

PLATINUM
mortgagesottawa.com

L IC  NO .  12728

TOP BROKERS
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1 Dalia Barsoum
Streetwise Mortgages

Phone: 800-208-6255
Email: info@streetwisemortgages.com
Website: streetwisemortgages.com

2 Clinton Wilkins
CENTUM Home Lenders

3 Tracy Valko
Valko Financial

4 Ryan La Haye
RLH Group – Planiprêt

Phone: 450-629-3101
Email: rlahaye@planipret.com
Website: hypothequesrlh.com

5 Mark Goode
Mortgage Man DLC

6 Scott H. Bentley
Premiere Mortgage Centre

7 Tracy Luciani Price
Forest City Funding

8 Viktor Schaefer
One Link Mortgage & Financial

9 Skye McLean
Mortgage Connection

10 Sandra Allard
Les Hypotheques Sandra Allard – Planiprêt

11 Shawna MacDonald
The Mortgages Associates EST

12 Todd Payzant
Neighbourhood Dominion Lending Centres

13 Tyler Yates
Mortgage Wellness

14 Gert Martens
DLC HT Mortgage Group

15 Janet MacDonald
Kingston Mortgage Solutions

16 Chad Wilson
Ideal Mortgage Solutions

17 Ken Lankin
Your Mortgage Professionals

18 Jacob Perez
Synergy Mortgage Group

19 Robert Jennings
East Coast Mortgage Brokers

20 Kari Gares
VERICO Mortgage House Corp.

TOP 20 SMALL MARKET BROKERS

Due largely to Dave Butler’s leadership, Butler Mortgage 
and BM Select achieved just over $1 billion in volume 
last year. Butler notes that “2020 was a record year for 

us. Every single year since we formed, we’ve achieved more volume.”
Launched in 2011, Butler Mortgage – then composed of two 

teams with two different philosophies – was hitting volumes of 
about $400 million per year. Over the past year, to better accentuate 
those differing philosophies, Butler and partner Daniel Patton 
established BM Select under the Butler Mortgage umbrella. Butler 
has taken on the president/CEO position so he can focus on growth 
and branding, while Patton will serve as lead agent.

“The two unique brands are very different, but the same work 
ethic is applied to both of them,” Butler says. “One side, Butler 
Mortgage, is hyper marketing – you’re going to see them everywhere 
– then you’ve got this other side that’s an exclusive brand, BM Select.”

Initially, Butler Mortgage was co-founded with Butler’s father, 
Ron, and his brother, Will, who are both still at the helm on that 
side. With only nine agents throughout the whole company, Butler 
Mortgage/BM Select remains a boutique, high-volume brokerage. 
“We think that our ratio of agent to volume is unmatched in the 
entire industry,” Butler says. 

Now, with a restructuring at the top, “it’s time now to focus on 
scaling the business up and trying to go from $1 billion to $2 billion 
very quickly,” Butler says. “It’s really scalability here – we’re looking 
to now put a move on the industry and build this thing. We think 
we are just getting started.”

DAVE BUTLER
President and CEO

BM Select, a division of Butler Mortgage
 
Total volume: $503.8 million 
Loans funded: 1,124

1
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Since Dalia Barsoum launched Streetwise Mortgages in 2011, 
the boutique brokerage has been steadily rising, growing 
its team to 11 full-time staff. It closed $240 million in volume 

last year; Barsoum was responsible for $230 million of that total. 
“We take a strategic planning approach to finance properties,” she 
says. “It is a hybrid method between mortgage financing and forward 
thinking around how we are going to build a portfolio. Our clients 
actually start with us with maybe one or two properties, and then 
they grow to 20, 30 properties over their relationship with us.”

Barsoum and Streetwise have won numerous industry awards, 
including repeated appearances among CMP’s Top 75 Brokers and 
a spot on CMP’s Mortgage Global 100 list in 2019. Her clients range 
from rookie investors to sophisticated ones with multi-million-
dollar portfolios, but her approach remains the same. 

“We’re always aiming to raise the bar when it comes to the 
advice and service quality for real estate investors, continuing to 
really offer the best advice on the street for income property 
financing and portfolio structuring, so that’s one of our high-
priority items every year,” she says.

Barsoum and her team keep the motto “help as many people as 
you can along the way” front of mind. The brokerage is part of the 
100 Brokers Who Care initiative and has recently launched the 
Streetwise IMPACT fund, which donates to a client’s charity of 
choice for each mortgage funded. In recent years, Barsoum also 
helped launch the non-profit association Property Investment 
Professionals of Canada (PIPCA).

Ryan La Haye’s philosophy is grounded in sales through 
mortgage strategies, structures and analytics – an approach 
that was nonexistent in the broker channel when he began 

in 2006. “To this day in Canada, very few brokers or very few firms 
are oriented that way,” he says. “They mostly discuss rate; they talk 
about structure. It’s not deeply founded in real analytics or data.”

La Haye took his approach to Planiprêt in 2010; he has been 
the top mortgage volume producer for the last nine years. He founded 
Group RLH, a small team of high-performing brokers that has 
grown exponentially without using rate-based marketing or sales. 

“We wanted to create a mortgage firm that was based on analytics, 
data, advice, structures and condition-based analysis,” he says. “We’re 
not ignoring rate, but we’re not focusing on rate whatsoever. We 
found that there was a big market that was not being served – that 
people wanted advice, a lot of deep analytics that was not being done. 
Most brokers are rate-focused, and we’re the antithesis to that.”

Among his numerous honours and awards, La Haye was named 
Rookie of the Year in 2006 and Best Producer for Quebec at HLC 
Mortgages in 2009. As one of the directors of Planiprêt, La Haye 
personally completes hundreds of mortgages per year, educates his 
broker team and develops new markets. 

“The product is not only the actual mortgage; the product is the 
broker as well,” he says. “So, to be a better broker, it is important to 
work on yourself, get better at analytics, get better at communicating, 
get better at being engaged with the client. Combining all of that 
with great advice – it’s hard to beat that.” 

DALIA BARSOUM
President and Principal Broker

Streetwise Mortgages

Total volume: $230 million 
Loans funded: 499

RYAN LA HAYE
Mortgage Broker

RLH Group – Planiprêt 

Total volume: $144 million 
Loans funded: 422

6 23
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Sue Hameed started in the mortgage business as a mother  
of two young children in 2013. By 2017, she had closed  
$40 million in mortgage volume without any assistance. 

That same year, she co-founded Platinum Mortgages Ottawa.
Today, Hameed manages 40 agents closing $350 million per year 

and runs her own mortgage business through Mortgages With Sue. 
She has received numerous accolades, including spots on CMP’s 
Women of Influence and Young Guns lists. She funded $90.2 million 
in 2020, and she says her team – VP of business development Asim 
Hameed, client care manager Sara Zebrowski and assistant Virginia 
Hyde – has been critical in managing the volume.  

Hameed believes ensuring clients are well informed and educated 
throughout the process is also crucial to her success. “A lot of the 
feedback I get from clients who were unhappy with their bank or 
unhappy with another mortgage professional was because they were 
never given enough information,” she says.

A key aspect of educating clients has been a robust social media 
strategy and moving consultations online – even before the pandemic. 
“We had been doing it consistently for well over a year, and then, 
boom, the pandemic hit,” Hameed says. “I had realized there was a 
need to make things easier for the client, and I’m a busy mom with 
two small kids – I understand families. People can’t just come to 
your office to meet in person and take that time commuting.”

For Hameed, satisfied clients are the best reward. “We love the 
client interaction, the customer journey, getting that gratification 
when somebody gets the home that they want,” she says.

Tiffany Sun, co-founder of Vancouver-based Homewise 
Lending, says her brokerage’s ultimate goal is “to help more 
clients who got declined by big banks to achieve their 

homeowner dreams. If the clients go to a bank, the bank focuses 
on the bank’s interest only; but for us, we focus on the client’s 
interest. The client’s interest is our top priority.”

Since Sun and business partner Kylie Cai started Homewise 
Lending under the DLC Elite Lending umbrella in 2019, they’ve 
grown their team from two brokers to nine and have closed 
numerous commercial deals – including one topping $10 million. 

“It’s quite a milestone for me,” Sun says. “In a short time, we 
attracted people who had the same mindset as us to build a team. 
We support each other, which is invaluable in a challenging industry. 
We share a team goal to find a work-life balance and to make sure 
our clients are satisfied – that is our greatest achievement.”

Sun is making her debut on CMP’s Top 75 Brokers list this year 
after just four years in the mortgage industry. After graduating from 
UBC with an economics degree, she launched her career as an 
independent broker in 2017; two years later, she began building a 
team to service everyone from first-time buyers to young families 
looking for a property upgrade to retirees who were downsizing. 

“We want to make sure our clients can follow the mortgage steps 
easily,” Sun says. “At the same time, it is very important to build a 
relationship, to build the trust in the clients. They need to know 
all the details and to know what we are doing and what works. We 
work together.”

Behind every 
mortgage,
there are people.
The ones who are consistently 
there, with the answer when you 
need them most. 

Discover Blue Culture
Watch the video at MCAPblue.com/discover

MCAP Service Corporation  |  Ontario Mortgage Brokerage #10515  |  Ontario Mortgage Administrator #11692

SUE HAMEED
Mortgage Broker

Mortgages With Sue – Platinum Mortgages Ottawa

Total volume: $90.2 million 
Loans funded: 191

63 TIFFANY SUN
Partner

DLC Elite – Homewise Lending

Total volume: $90.1 million 
Loans funded: 64

64
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2021
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The 15th annual Canadian Mortgage Awards  
are coming soon. Discover all the finalists who  

will be vying for the top prizes 

AFTER A year like no other, the time has 
come again to recognize the brokers, broker-
ages, lenders, BDMs, underwriters and service 
providers who have thrived in such difficult 
times. It’s never been more important to cele-
brate the achievements of those who make 
the mortgage industry great – those who 
inspire us all to continue working hard, stay 
connected and, most importantly, rebound 
from a period of massive upheaval.

The Canadian Mortgage Awards team 
received an incredible response to our nation-
wide call for nominations. The team would 
like to extend a massive thank you to those 

who submitted nominations, as well as to our 
esteemed judges for their important work in 
selecting the winners.

The winners will be revealed at a virtual 
awards show on April 29, 2021, hosted by CBC 
News anchor Suhana Meharchand. Following 
great feedback from last year’s event, the 
Canadian Mortgage Awards team is also 
excited to bring back live virtual panels with 
the finalists, who will be sharing their insights 
and best practices.

CMP, MortgageBrokerNews.ca and Key 
Media would like congratulate all of this year’s 
finalists. Read on to find out who made the cut.

#MortgageAwardsCA
canadianmortgageawards.com

OFFICIAL MEDIA ORGANIZER
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  Christine Xu
  Moneybroker Canada – 

Mortgage Architects

   David Clarke
  Clarke Mortgage  

Group TMG

  Graeme Moss
  VERICO Fair Mortgage 

Solutions

  Jim Furlong
  DLC Forest City Funding

  Scott Westlake
  The Westlake Team – 

DLC National

  Shawn Allen
  Matrix Mortgage Global

  Tim Hurlbut
  TNT Mortgages

  Daniela Peeva
   Mortgage Alliance 

Commercial

   Dawn McDermott
  Capital Lending Centre

  Henri Zacharie
 Multi-Prêts Commercial

  Jason Sohl
  VERICO Fair Mortgage 

Solutions

  Lino Bouthillier
  Mortgage Alliance 

Commercial

  Michael Bi
  Peak Mortgage Company

  Michel Durand
   Mortgage Alliance 

Commercial

  Raj Singh
  Tango Financial

   Stephanie 
Kowalew

  Multi-Prêts Commercial

   Ameera Ameerullah
  Canada Mortgage & 

Financial Group

  Andrea Munroe
   HomeEquity Bank

  Barbara Cook
  Mortgage Centre Canada

  Christine Buemann
  The Collective Mortgage 

Group

  Elizabeth Wood
 Canadian Mortgages Inc.

   Hali Strandlund-
Noble

   Fisgard Asset 
Management

   Kyra Wong
  Manulife

  Laura Martin
 Matrix Mortgage Global

  Meaghan Hastings
  The Mortgage Coach

  Sabeena Bubber
 VERICO Xeva Mortgage

  Sharon Fitzpatrick
  Paradigm Quest

  Veronica Love
  TMG The Mortgage 

Group

   Blue Pearl 
Mortgage Group

   CanWise Financial

   DLC Expert 
Financial

   GreenFlow 
Financial

   Haystax Mortgage

   Homewise 
Solutions

   Tango Financial

   The CLC Network

   TMG The Mortgage 
Group

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY PROUDLY SPONSORED BY PROUDLY SPONSORED BY PROUDLY SPONSORED BY 

THE AVISON YOUNG 
AWARD FOR  
BROKER OF 
THE YEAR – 
COMMERCIAL

THE CANADIAN 
MORTGAGES INC. 
AWARD FOR  
BROKER OF THE 
YEAR – PRIVATE 
LENDING

THE HOME TRUST 
AWARD FOR 
WOMAN OF 
DISTINCTION

THE HAVENTREE 
BANK AWARD FOR  
DIGITAL 
INNOVATOR  
OF THE YEAR
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  Alan Nicholas
   DLC Forest City Funding

  Ameera Ameerullah
  Canada Mortgage & 

Financial Group

  Anna Alex
  Mortgage Alliance – 

Master Financial

  Christine Xu
  Money Broker Canada – 

Mortgage Architects

   David Clarke
   Clarke Mortgage  

Group TMG

  Jason Anbara
  Mortgage Alliance

  Jason Sohl
  VERICO Fair Mortgage 

Solutions

   Kuljit Singh
  AKAL Mortgages

  Rachael Beemer
  My Better Mortgage

   Reza Ghazi
  GreenFlow Financial

   Dolphin 
Enterprises

   Equifax Canada

   FundMore AI

   Lendesk

   Mortgage 
Automator

   Nationwide 
Appraisal Services

   Newton 
Connectivity 
Systems/Velocity

   Reslii

   SNAP NOA 
Enterprises

   Teranet

   360Lending

   Blue Pearl 
Mortgage Group

   CanWise Financial

   DLC Expert 
Financial

   DLC HT Mortgage 
Group

   GLM Mortgage 
Group

   Lend At Ease

   Loewen Group – 
Powered by Axiom

   MortgagePal

   Outline Financial

   The Angela Calla 
Mortgage Team

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY PROUDLY SPONSORED BY PROUDLY SPONSORED BY 

THE CENTUM  
AWARD FOR  
INDUSTRY 
SERVICE 
PROVIDER  
OF THE YEAR

THE COMMUNITY 
TRUST AWARD FOR 
ALTERNATIVE 
BROKER 
SPECIALIST OF 
THE YEAR

THE HOMEEQUITY 
BANK AWARD FOR 
OUTSTANDING 
CUSTOMER 
SERVICE BY AN 
INDIVIDUAL OFFICE

THE CIMBC  
AWARD FOR  
LENDER BDM  
OF THE YEAR

   Amanda Carnevale
  Community Trust

  Angela Lattuca
  HomeEquity Bank

  Chris Woodhouse
  RFA Mortgage 

Corporation

  Emerson Dias
  Vault Credit Mortgages

   Jerry Wieliczko
  Hosper Mortgage 

Investment Corporation

  Jessica Fitzpatrick
  Paradigm Quest

  Krista Valadao
  Home Trust Company

  Leanne Conroy
  XMC Mortgage 

Corporation

  Matt Steele
  RMG Mortgages

  Patrick Soy
  MCAP Service Corp.

  Randy Binstock
  Home Trust Company

   Reaza Ali
  Fisgard Asset 

Management

  Richard Richards
   First National Financial

   Suzanne Fleur  
de Lys-Aujla

   Equitable Bank

  Trupti Patel
  CWB Optimum Mortgage

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY 
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BROKER OF  
THE YEAR 
(25 EMPLOYEES  
OR MORE) 

BROKER OF  
THE YEAR 
(FEWER THAN  
25 EMPLOYEES) 

BROKERAGE OF  
THE YEAR   
(25 EMPLOYEES  
OR MORE) 

BROKERAGE OF  
THE YEAR   
(FEWER THAN  
25 EMPLOYEES) 

   Anne Brill
   CENTUM Metrocapp 

Wealth Solutions

  Collin Bruce
  DLC Mortgage Mentors

   Dave Butler
  Butler Mortgage

  Luisa Hough
  VERICO Xeva Mortgage

  Nick L’Ecuyer
  The Mortgage Wellness 

Group

   Philippe Breault 
Raymond

  CanWise Financial

   Win Lui
  Clear Trust Mortgages

   Zaheed Valli-
Hasham

   Citywide Mortgage 
Services

  Asim Ali
  DLC Royalty Financial

   Bernadette 
Laxamana

 Karista Mortgage

  Chad Oyhenart 
  The Collective Mortgage 

Group

  Elvis Hui
   Guaranti Mortgages

  Joanna Lang 
  Outline Financial

  Linda Walters
  Mogul Mortgages – 

Mortgage Architects

   Paul Gazzola
  Guelph Mortgage 

Architects

   Paul Meredith
  CityCan Financial

  Rakhee Dhingra
  Mortgage Savvy

  Scott Travelbea
   DLC Travelbea & 

Associates

  Shawn Stillman
  Mortgage Outlet

   AKAL Mortgages

   Axiom Mortgage 
Solutions

   CanWise Financial

   Clear Trust 
Mortgages

   DLC Elite Lending

   DLC Forest City 
Funding

   Matrix Mortgage 
Global

   MortgagePal

   Premiere 
Mortgage Centre

   SafeBridge 
Financial Group

   Sherwood 
Mortgage Group

   The Mortgage 
Advisors

   The Mortgage 
Coach

   True North 
Mortgage

   Citadel Mortgages

   DLC Mortgage 
Force

   East Coast 
Mortgage Brokers

   Homewise 
Solutions

   Jayman Financial

   Loewen Group – 
Powered by Axiom

   Millennial’s Choice 
Mortgages

   Moneybroker 
Canada – Mortgage 
Architects

   Outline Financial

   Streetwise 
Mortgages

   Syndicate Lending 
Corporation

“Attending the virtual Canadian Mortgage Awards was a breeze.  
This was a lot of fun and networking in our amazing community” 

Doug Adlam, Champion Mortgage
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EMPLOYER OF 
CHOICE

BROKERAGE OF  
THE YEAR – 
DIVERSIFICATION

EXCELLENCE IN 
PHILANTHROPY 
& COMMUNITY 
SERVICE

LENDER 
UNDERWRITER  
OF THE YEAR

   Ameera Ameerullah
  Canada Mortgage & 

Financial Group

  Geoff Lee
   GLM Mortgage Group

  Lisa Kanski
  Castle Mortgage Group – 

Powered by TMG  
The Mortgage Group

  Mike Brain
  WE Advantage 

Mortgages

   Mortgage 
Connection

  Paul Meredith
   CityCan Financial

  Sabeena Bubber
  VERICO Xeva Mortgage

  Tracy Valko
  Valko Financial

   Troy MacBeth 
Abromaitis

  New Wave Lending –  
The Mortgage Centre

   Anne Albani
  Blueprint/ 

Paradigm Quest

   Brenda Bell
  First National Financial

  Brett Van Driel
  Paradigm Quest

  Jason Comstock
  Home Trust Company

  Jason Kelly
  First National Financial

   Josie Milanetti
   Canadian Mortgages Inc.

  Leanne Karatsikis
  MERIX Financial

  Mike Cuadra
  Ready Capital Mortgage 

Investment Trust

   Nicole Cabral
  MCAP Service Corp.

  Ronelle Landicho
  Home Trust Company

  Samantha Mykes
  Bridgewater Bank

  Tanya Lucente
   Community Trust

  Traci Merkel
  MCAP Service Corp.

   DLC Blue Tree 
Mortgages West

   FamilyLending.ca

   GreenFlow 
Financial

   Millennial’s Choice 
Mortgages

   North East 
Mortgages

   Premiere 
Mortgage Centre

   SafeBridge 
Financial Group

   Blue Pearl 
Mortgage Group

   CanWise Financial

   CWB Optimum 
Mortgage

   DLC Elite Lending

   Homewise 
Solutions

   Jencor Mortgage 
Corporation

   Lend At Ease

   MERIX Financial

“This was bigger than an awards night. You brought people and an industry 
together in a way that we haven’t seen in 2020” 

Matthew Ablakan, The Millennial’s Choice Group of Companies
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LIFETIME 
ACHIEVEMENT IN 
THE MORTGAGE 
INDUSTRY 

NATIONAL 
BROKER 
NETWORK  
OF THE YEAR

NEW 
BROKERAGE  
OF THE YEAR

YOUNG 
ACHIEVER  
OF THE YEAR

This award recognizes 
an individual who has 
made outstanding 
contributions to the 
mortgage industry 
throughout their career.  
It acknowledges an 
individual with an 
established history of 
distinguished service 
to the mortgage 
profession, who has 
exhibited leadership and 
provided inspiration to 
others while keeping 
the interests of the 
profession at the top 
of their priorities, as 
evidenced by their 
accomplishments. 

There are no finalists 
for this category. The 
recipient will be revealed 
during the virtual awards 
show on April 29, 2021.

   Centum Financial 
Group

   Dominion Lending 
Centres

   Invis/Mortgage 
Intelligence

  Mortgage Alliance

   Mortgage 
Architects

   The Mortgage 
Centre

   TMG The 
Mortgage Group

   VERICO Financial 
Group

   Bespoke Lending 
Solutions

   Donaldson Capital

   Empire Mortgage 
Group

  iBridge Capital

   The Collective 
Mortgage Group

  Blaire Borle
  Mortgage Architects

  Brendan Woodfull
   Edison Financial

  Catherine Ellis 
  VERICO Xeva Mortgage

  Crystal Mamchur
  Flare Mortgage Group

  Johnson Andrews 
  Vine Group

   Kevin Huynh
  Empire Mortgage Group

  Leslie Penney
   East Coast Mortgage 

Brokers

  Matthew Ablakan
  Millennial’s Choice 

Mortgages

   Matthew O’Neil
  Axiom Mortgage 

Solutions

   Okhtay 
Yousefzadeh

  EQ Equitis Mortgage 
Group – DLC Mortgage 
Evolution

  Shabnam Gill 
  Mortgage Outlet

  Tracy Regier 
  The Mortgage Minds

  Xenos Chan
  DLC First Pacific 

Mortgage

“This event has been able to provide not only the panel information  
that has gone on throughout the day, but it has given you a chat function 

that has been extremely well participated in” 
John Bourassa, Haventree Bank
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METHODOLOGY

  NOMINATIONS
  In November 2020, the Canadian 

Mortgage Awards issued a call 
for nominations to mortgage 
professionals and organizations 
– including brokers, brokerages, 
lenders, BDMs, underwriters and 
service providers – across Canada. 
Nominations were open until January 
2021 and were free of charge. 

  RESEARCH
  The CMP and MortgageBrokerNews.

ca team conducted research and 
drew on knowledge and information 
gained through the magazine 
and website to supplement the 
nominations received and to ensure 
that no one deserving of recognition 
was missed.

  FINALISTS
  Once all nominations were 

considered and research was 
complete, finalists were selected 
in each category (except for the 
Lifetime Achievement Award) and 
notified. All finalists were invited to 
complete a detailed submission that 
addressed the category criteria in 
more detail.

  JUDGING
  All finalist submissions were 

forwarded to an independent judging 
panel composed of mortgage industry 
leaders and senior representatives. 
The panel will assess and vote for the 
winners in each category according to 
the relevant criteria.

  WINNERS
  Using a simple points system to 

aggregate judges’ votes, the finalists 
with the top scores in each category 
will be named winners at the virtual 
Canadian Mortgage Awards show on 
April 29, 2021.

The Canadian Mortgage Awards team would like to thank our 
esteemed judges for lending their time and expertise to help recognize 

and celebrate excellence in the mortgage industry

JUDGING PANEL

KATHLEEN BLACK
Founder, CEO and best-selling 
author

Kathleen Black Coaching & 
Consulting

G.W. (WAYNE) BRAID
Senior advisor
BC Notaries Association

Program director
BC Notaries Captive 
Insurance Company

STEFANIE COLEMAN
Marketing and business 
development manager

Building Knowledge Canada

GREG DEWLING
CEO

Capital Region Housing 
Corporation

PÉNÉLA GUY
Vice-president, real estate; 
general counsel

The Canadian Real Estate 
Association

DENISE HENDRIX
Senior partner

Hendrix Law

DR. CYNTHIA HOLMES
Associate dean, faculty & 
academic; associate professor, 
real estate management

Ted Rogers School of 
Business Management, 
Ryerson University

TOM LEBOUR
Former director
Ontario Real Estate 
Association

Real estate broker
Royal LePage

DR. ANN MCAFEE
President
City Choices Consulting

Retired co-director, planning 
City of Vancouver

ED STEEL
Executive director

Mortgage and Title  
Insurance Industry 
Association of Canada

SUE WASTELL
Co-president

Wastell Homes

JOSEPH WHITE
President
Real Estate and Mortgage 
Institute of Canada (REMIC)

President

Association of Mortgage 
Investment Professionals 
(AMIPROS)
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OUTLINE FINANCIAL was founded on a 
belief that the technical side of the mortgage 
process comes first. Managing partner and 
mortgage agent Joanna Lang got her start in 
the industry as an underwriter; her husband 
and business partner, Jason Lang, was the 
CFO of an insurance company before the pair 
launched Outline. Working in the extremely 
competitive GTA market, the Langs knew 
their technical expertise would be their 
competitive edge, so they built their company 
with that emphasis in mind. 

“We don’t have salespeople, per se,” 
Joanna says. “Everybody who comes to 
Outline has to survive, living in what we call 
an ‘underwriting pit’ for a while. And they 
have to become underwriters first, because 
there’s no way you can give anybody advice 
if you don’t know what you’re talking about 
– if you don’t know what will make this deal 
work or what will break it. We win because 
we don’t sell anything to anybody. We ask a 
lot of questions, we analyze the information, 
and in our heads, we can already see where 
it would fit and why and what would make 
sense for the clients. We can really come back 
to them with value.” 

That level of product and underwriting 
expertise empowers the Outline team to find 
the right fit with the right lender. Many banks 
and brokerages don’t have the underwriting 

Joanna and Jason Lang, co-founders of Outline Financial, tell CMP  
why every agent at their brokerage starts out as an underwriter – and 
how that foundation of knowledge has helped the company weather the 
COVID-19 pandemic

knowledge among their sales staff to navi-
gate the complexities of a borrower’s financial 
picture, Joanna explains. The deeper tech-
nical knowledge Outline’s mortgage advisors 
possess allows them to pinpoint the program 
that best suits each client. 

That expertise has been especially useful 
in a highly uncertain economic environ-
ment. Over the past year, as clients have navi-
gated the uncertainty of the pandemic along 
with cutthroat competition in single-family 
markets, Joanna believes Outline’s expertise 
has proven invaluable, allowing the team to 
provide clients with context in the form of data 
and lived experience. Referral partners, too, 

have relied on Outline’s technical knowledge. 
“I think every Realtor probably has a 

horror story from 2020, with either finan-
cing changing or last-minute documen-
tation being asked for,” Jason says. “All of 
our referral sources are raving fans of ours 
because they know we do the due diligence 
that’s needed to give them the comfort level 
to advise their clients properly.” 

Building that level of expertise is far easier 
said than done, though. Jason emphasizes that 
developing underwriting skills takes years of 
hard work, followed by constant research and 
maintenance to stay ahead of fast-changing 
market trends. The Langs expect their team 

All about the 
underwriting 

PARTNERS IN LIFE AND BUSINESS

Being a married couple and co-founders of a business can present some challenges, 
especially when you’re also trying to raise three kids. For Joanna and Jason Lang, balance 
comes from focusing on different areas of the business. At Outline Financial, Joanna is a 
lead broker, closing loans and working with clients every day, while Jason is responsible 
for more high-level business planning, tapping into his experience as a CFO to map out 

strategic goals and growth plans for the brokerage. 
“I work in the business; Jason works on the business,” Joanna says. “I’m responsible for living in the weeds, 

dealing with clients, training agents, supporting underwriters and building relationships. Jason is building all 
the infrastructure. We have a ton of cool tools and a great marketing department that he’s built. He focuses on 
the value-add for our business partners and improving our process, because with the industry we live in now, if 
you’re not growing, you’re dying.” 

“I’m in charge of all the important decisions,” Jason adds. “But Joanna decides what’s important.”
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members to be among the first to understand 
major changes in the market as they come and 
to be able to provide the tools and resources to 
meet those changes. 

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic put 
the team’s expertise to the test – clients and 
referral partners turned to Outline for advice 
at a time when nobody knew what was going 
on. The Outline team was able to keep clients 
and Realtors informed – and that support 
soon translated into real purchases as the 
market heated up. 

The Langs admit that building their busi-
ness with a technical-focused approach wasn’t 
easy. Both Joanna and Jason drew from their 
personal experiences in underwriting and 
financial management, but onboarding staff 
and training them as underwriters was a 

long process. Nevertheless, they stayed true 
to their vision, believing that it’s easier to 
teach an underwriter to sell than to teach 
a salesperson to underwrite. They empha-
sized quality advice over sales – an approach 
that’s now paying dividends in terms of 
closed mortgages. Perhaps more importantly, 
though, it has fostered a high level of respect 
between everybody at the brokerage. 

“I think if you have people walk into a 
sales role, they won’t appreciate what goes 
into getting a deal approved,” Jason says. 
“There are two distinct sides to this job – one 
is the sales side; one is the technical side, 
dealing with the lender. By having everyone 
start out as an underwriter, it brings a 
different level of appreciation to the job that 
others do.”  

“There’s no way you can give anybody 
advice if you don’t know what you’re 

talking about – if you don’t know what will 
make this deal work or what will break it” 

FAST FACTS: 
OUTLINE FINANCIAL

MANAGING PARTNERS 
Joanna Lang, Jason Lang and Jason Friesen

NETWORK 
Mortgage Centre Canada

LOCATIONS 
Toronto and Ottawa

SERVICE AREA 
Ontario, Alberta and BC 

ACCOLADES 
Named to CMP ’s Top 75 Brokers list for six 

consecutive years, one of CMP ’s Top Mortgage 
Workplaces for 2019, and a finalist for Outstanding 

Customer Service by an Individual Office and 
Mortgage Industry Employer of Choice at the 2019 

Canadian Mortgage Awards 

From left: Outline Financial managing partners Jason Friesen, Jason Lang and Joanna Lang
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THERE IS little doubt that exceptional 
service is one of the most critical contributing 
factors to success. According to a recent poll 
published by the CX Network, 79% of finan-
cial industry CEOs believe that customers’ 
expectations are shaped by their experi-
ences across the financial industry. However, 
there’s some room for debate around what 
constitutes exceptional service. 

One term that is frequently used, but less 
frequently defined, is customer-centricity. 
While adopting the latest technology can 
certainly help to streamline the process of 
helping clients, identifying how to connect 
with the people behind the deal just might be 
the most successful service strategy. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, Home Trust has 
learned that thinking of customers first and 
putting them at the centre of the process 
allows the company to succeed, along with its 
broker partners, at providing the best mort-
gage solution available. To help identify the 
best practices for service excellence, Home 
Trust asked members of their team from 
different areas of the business to share what it 
means to them to deliver exceptional service.

Customer-centric sales strategies
In any organization, the sales team cannot 
truly be successful until their clients are 
satisfied. For a mortgage lender, that means 
ensuring that clients’ needs are met, based 
on the information provided by their broker. 
To deliver exceptional service, sales team 
members must go above and beyond any 
service-level agreement to help brokers 

present the correct mortgage solution for 
clients. Sometimes, that might require a 
certain degree of intuition to recognize that 
getting the right answers about a client’s 
story means asking the right questions. 

For the sales team, exceptional service 
means doing more than just serving as a 
point of intake. As one Home Trust BDM put 
it, “It often means being the one to pick up 
the phone first.” It also means extending the 
definition of ‘team’ to include broker partners. 

Defining and 
delivering 
exceptional service 
Leaders from Home Trust explain how finding the best mortgage solution 
comes down to putting customers front and centre 

Customer-centricity might seem like 
a new term, but essentially it is what an 
empowered sales team does by nature – 
putting the needs of the customer first.  

Understanding the story
For those charged with underwriting mort-
gage loans, delivering exceptional service to 
customers means enhancing the customer 

and broker experience, too. In some cases, 
the initial discovery questions can make all 
the difference. 

Every homebuyer’s situation is unique. 
As we have all learned through the chal-
lenges of the last year, since the first cases of 
COVID-19 were discovered in Canada, flex-
ibility while keeping a lender’s risk appetite 
in mind is part of the process of delivering 
exceptional service. 

The Home Trust underwriting team 

Helping Canadians buy and keep the homes 
they love starts with saying yes first

Everybody has 
a story

And a mortgage application doesn’t tell it all
Let’s partner and ask the right questions to truly understand your client’s story.  
Together, we can develop the right financial solution. To see the whole picture,  
visit hometrust.ca/realstories
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knows that by building on sound principles, 
lenders and brokers can protect their busi-
nesses while still helping clients achieve the 
best possible outcome. With this discipline 
firmly in place, the lens shifts from identi-
fying what cannot be done into an exercise in 
focusing on the possible. 

In other words, helping Canadians buy 
and keep the homes they love starts with 
saying yes first. Ultimately, a situation in 
which Home Trust’s broker partners have a 
satisfied client who can help them generate 
more business through referrals is the best 
possible outcome.

Seeing the people behind the deal 
Once underwriters have completed their part 
in the mortgage journey, the funding team 

See how customer-
centricity applies to real 
client stories on Home 
Trust’s website at hometrust.ca/realstories, or contact 
your Business Development Manager to see firsthand what 
exceptional service means to Home Trust.

is tasked with doing their part to deliver 
exceptional service to brokers and their 
clients. Whether those clients are looking to 
buy a forever home or keep a beloved home 
in the family, getting to know the people 
and the story behind the deal can make all  
the difference. 

It’s also important to take any mitigating 
factors, like those caused by COVID-19, into 
consideration. By getting to know the client 
from their broker’s point of view, the lender 
can glean a deeper understanding of the 
people behind the deal.

As a member of Home Trust’s funding 
team puts it, “Delivering exceptional service 
means transparency across the board for 
all stakeholders.” Between the client, their 
broker and their solicitor, there are numerous 

parties involved in every deal. By communi-
cating openly with all of them, it’s possible 
to identify the best possible outcome for the 
client and achieve it. After all, funding a 
mortgage is the last step in completing a deal 
– but it is often the first step on a brand-new 
path for the clients. 

Delivering exceptional service means 
different things to different people, but at 
the core, it means never losing sight of the 
people behind the deal.  
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WHEN YOU’VE been in the mortgage 
game as long as Jason Vyner, president and 
CEO of New Haven Mortgage Corporation, 
you grow accustomed to hearing stories 
about disappointed borrowers – particularly 
in private lending, which New Haven has 
specialized in for the past three decades. 

But rather than becoming desensitized 
to the plight of underprepared borrowers, 
Vyner and New Haven have done just the 
opposite, putting sensitivity and compassion 
at the heart of their deals. 

“I think the pandemic has really brought 
the world into a better space going forward – 
much more of a ‘do unto others’ kind of thing,” 
Vyner says. “That’s New Haven’s culture now. 
It’s not about the Hail Mary; it’s about the 
long game. It’s about client retention.”

Central to New Haven’s current 
approach is an emphasis on transparency. 
The company’s fixed pricing matrix means 
borrowers know exactly what they’re getting 
with a New Haven mortgage long before the 
time comes to sign it. 

“Instead of the guessing game that 
borrowers, once upon a time, had to play, 
we incorporate into our provisions what’s 
going to happen a year from now,” Vyner 
says. “We’ll let them know that a renewal is 
offered, as well as what happens thereafter 
and what costs they will be expected to pay.”

That sort of clarity avoids the bait-and-
switch strategies that Vyner says are still 
present in the private space, where promises 
of a 4.99% rate and 24-hour closings are 
increasingly common. 

“If I ask any of these private companies to 
open their books and show me in their 1,000-
unit mortgage portfolio how many 4.99s they 
really did, they’re going to say, ‘We have two 
on our books,’” Vyner says, speculating that 

24-hour closings are just as fantastical.
“Who closes a deal in this space in 24 

hours?” he says. “An appraisal, disclosures, 
lawyers, searches, statements, liens – impos-
sible. How do I get a statement from a bank  
if I’m doing a second mortgage in such a  
short timeline?”

But Vyner is less concerned with the 
behaviour of his competitors than he is 
with the success of New Haven’s clients and 
broker partners. The company regularly 
bends over backward for clients, guiding 
them adeptly through escalations and 
other fiscal snags in a manner that gives 

Know your lender
New Haven Mortgage Corporation has been on the scene for 40 years – and 
now it’s poised to make a massive leap in the ultra-competitive MIC space

them hope and increases their confidence. 
Clients have responded in the best possible 
way: New Haven has seen a reduction in 
borrowers who are currently in arrears.

“The results speak for themselves,” Vyner 
says, adding that his vision is to be known  
as the ‘good lender.’ “We are now the ‘new’ 
New Haven.”  

“It’s not about the Hail Mary; it’s about the 
long game. It’s about client retention”
Jason Vyner, New Haven Mortgage Corporation

Established in 1994, New Haven Mortgage Corporation has 
been one of the leaders in the private/MIC space for three 
decades. To learn more about the company’s products and 
what they can do for your clients, call 866-636-0000 or 
email info@newhavenmortgage.com.

Transparent and Flexible from start to finish

NEW HAVEN MORTGAGE
THE “GOOD LENDER”

Refer to our NEW matrix for lower fixed pricing. No more “Froms” and “Approximates”.
Flexible mortgages to suit your clients’ needs. True equity lending at your service.

Flexible 1st, 2nd & 3rd Mortgages  |  Ontario Wide Lending  |  No Formal Income or Credit Requirements

YOUR TRUE EQUITY LENDER
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NPX AIMS to be a driving alternative lender 
in the market, and an extensive revamp of 
its structure and products is moving the 
needle on that goal. The reasons behind the 
reimagining of MERIX Financial’s alterna-
tive lending brand were simple, according to 
Richard Ross, director of business develop-
ment at NPX: to remain a contender in 
this ever-growing segment of the market, to 
show broker clients the company is willing to 
adjust when necessary, and to add the proper 
structure for future expansive growth. 

“We spent countless hours redesigning 
NPX from the bottom up, taking into 
account our broker feedback and listening 
to what the market needed to better under-
stand the force that is NPX,” Ross says.

The solution-based, full-suite alternative 
lender is taking a one-stop-shop approach to 
meet the needs of a magnitude of borrowers. 
Following its revamp, NPX boasts innova-
tive and clean-cut product suites, each with 
the nationally recognizable MERIX ‘X’ in 
the name and designed to offer a solution for 
any type of client. NPX is also offering new 
contract rate qualification options that allow 
competitive pricing along with the ability to 
bypass the B-20 stress test parameters. 

Ross notes that borrowers all have unique 
circumstances that often require a creative 
solution. For example, the Ontario market 
is seeing home values soar across all demo-
graphics, which puts potential homebuyers, 
or those in need of a refinance, at the mercy 
of a 2% stress test or qualifying at the BoC 
benchmark, which dramatically reduces 
their borrowing power. NPX’s contract quali-
fication solution can often be the perfect way 

for borrowers to get the funds they require 
rather than being faced with a reduced 
amount to make qualifying ratios fit. 

“The pandemic has impacted many 
aspects of our space, from how appraisals 
are being done to adjustments in income due 
to lockdown employment situations,” Ross 
says. “There has never been a greater need 
for creative and innovative solutions like 
NPX has to offer.”

NPX’s revamp comes at an opportune 

A driving force 
With a revamped structure and 
new products, NPX is making a bid 
for dominance in the alternative 
lending market

“We gain our momentum and exposure 
in the market by being creative and 
pivoting our back-end funding sources 
to be able to offer a plethora of options” 
Richard Ross, NPX 

time, as it coincided with a slew of new hires 
brought on to help meet broker and client 
expectations. Ross says the intention was to 
not only bring on additional recognizable 
faces and names from the industry, but also 
individuals who possess extensive under-
writing and credit knowledge.

“We gain our momentum and exposure  
in the market by being creative and pivoting 
our back-end funding sources to be able 
to offer a plethora of options,” he says. “A 
revamped NPX, innovative products that 
are clean and easy to understand, and a 
top-notch sales team – all keys to success and 
substantial growth.”

Though NPX products are currently only 
available in Ontario, “we are looking forward 
to further expanding our lending possibilities 
with enhancements on the back end, and 
our team is getting excited to roll this out 
to the market in the near future,” Ross says. 
“We’ve made a lot of enhancements recently, 
but that’s only the beginning. We are truly 
grateful for the support from our broker 
partners so far, and we continue to work 
hard to exceed their expectations.”

With a new product lineup and staffing so 
vastly different from even a couple months 
ago, it may as well be a new brand entirely, 
Ross says, adding that the tagline the lender 
has been using says it all: “If you haven’t seen 
NPX lately … you haven’t seen NPX.”  

Are you earning a residual, passive income? With MERIX Trailer Fees you will continue
to earn money long after the active work has been completed, allowing you to generate
income even if your deal volumes slow down.

Since launching in 2005, MERIX has paid out over $60 million dollars in trailer
fees and we would love for you to get your share. Allow us to demonstrate the power of
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As businesses and industries continuously 
change and the working world adapts, 
leaders must do so as well, writes  
Richard Maloney

Leaders in the 
new world

LEADERSHIP

IT’S OUT with the old and in with the new. 
The last decade has seen industries and 
businesses moving at a faster pace than ever 
before, and to cope with this rapid evolution, 
leaders, executives and CEOs must adapt to a 
more modern and agile style of management. 
Gone are the days of age-based seniority and 
parental leadership tactics based on control. 
Today’s employees want a flatter manage-
ment structure, flexibility, accountability, 
empowerment, development initiatives and 
continuous learning.

Before you can strive toward becoming 
the inspiring leader you need to be, it’s 
important that you identify where you sit 
within the seven levels of leadership. The first 
five levels are very much yesterday’s approach 
to leadership, while the remaining two are 
about becoming a new and innovative leader 
of tomorrow. 

Now is the time to become a more refined, 
mindful and introspective leader – one who 
understands that leadership is not about you, 
but about what you can do for others and 
how you can best enable them to shine.
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ming your mind. 
Stress is an unavoidable part of work  

and life, but the stress-free leader ensures 
that when they find themselves in a place 
of stress, they don’t stay there. They assess 
whether their thought processes are coming 
from a place of fear, control or emotion 
(brain-focused thinking), or whether they’re 
coming from a place of empathy, under-

standing, intelligence and acceptance 
(heart-centered thinking), and they adjust 
their decisions accordingly.

The intuitive leader
As you go up the scale from six to 
seven, you’re moving into a higher 

state of self-awareness, and you are now able 
to self-regulate on a whim. 

Your intuitive leadership skills are 
becoming so refined that you are tapping into 
your inner intelligence with your everyday 
decision-making. Rather than chasing life, 
you’re in flow with life, trusting that your 
direction is clear and purposeful, as you’re 
now in touch with your inner compass. The 
intuitive leader truly embodies the next 
generation of leadership.  

The accomplished leader
The accomplished leader has 
been in the role for a while and 

consistently demonstrates excellent values. 
They have developed a successful, inclusive, 
admirable approach to leadership, and they 
are maintaining the levels of respect they 
have earned through a shared vision and 
group empowerment.

These first five levels of leadership are 
focused on the outer environment: on 
becoming a strong leader in the environment 
in which you have been placed. The following 
levels, on the other hand, are more focused 
on an inner style of leadership. 

You don’t have to have reached the accom-
plished leader level to embark on levels six 
and seven, but an accomplished leader who 
evolves through these next steps will quickly 
be seen as a revered influencer by those 
around them.

The stress-free leader
The stress-free leader is somewhat 
focused on themselves in terms of 

their own self-awareness and their ability 
to self-regulate and see the world from a 
different level – from the coach’s box, you 
could say. 

They’re beginning to understand that 
their outer world is a reflection of their inner 
world and that everything is neutral until you 
give it meaning. It’s about recognizing your 
thoughts and actively changing them where 
necessary, therefore consistently reprogram-

Now is the time to become a more refined, 
mindful and introspective leader – one who 
understands that leadership is not about you

Richard Maloney is the CEO of Quality Mind 
Global, an international mindfulness business 
with more than 500 clients in 30-plus countries. 
He is also the founder of Engage & Grow Global,  
the number-one employee engagement 
licensing company in the world.

The disliked manager
The disliked manager is usually 
someone who has moved up 

through the ranks of the organization and 
has been promoted into a leadership role 
purely due to seniority. This person has a 
lot of industry knowledge and knows the 
environment quite well but does not under-
stand the true ethos of leadership. They have 
a poor ‘command and control’ approach to 
leadership and are therefore disliked and 
disrespected by their team.

The disrespected manager
The disrespected manager has gone 
from being disliked to being some-

what liked – but has yet to earn the respect 
of those they lead. There is a consider-
able learning curve involved in becoming a 
successful leader, and how long the person 
stays at this stage depends entirely on their 
own commitment and skills development. 

The manager/leader
The manager/leader now under-
stands that there are two distinct 

skill sets required to become a leader: One 
must be both a great manager and a great 
leader to lead effectively. This person is 
learning (they’re reading books or listening 
to audiobooks), they’re eager, and they’re 
using their initiative. At this point, they’ve 
attained the two crucial qualities – they’re a 
good leader and a good manager – and after a 
while, this takes them to the next level.

The respected leader
The respected leader has now 
earned respect as both a manager 

and a leader. This person is leading more 
effectively and harmoniously within a team 
that is receptive and responsive to their newly 
refined style of leadership and shared goals. 
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OTHER LIFE TELL US ABOUT YOUR OTHER LIFE
Email mortgagebrokernews@kmimedia.ca
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See an alternative mortgage deal with us in action*

Your client
• BFS: Owner of flower shop
• Credit: Ruby 711 Beacon
•  Owns townhome in North  

Vancouver, BC: $1.6 million
•  Wants to buy condo in  

Whistler,  BC: $1.2 million
• Total market value: $2.8 million
•  Seeks to unlock equity in  

owner-occupied property to:
  o  Purchase second home in  

Whistler, BC
  o Pay out consumer debt ($150K)

Our solution
•  Blanket mortgage over North 

Vancouver and Whistler, BC properties
•  Standard Mortgage Rate (Closed):  

1 Year Fixed @ 2.99%**/APR1 3.173%
• LTV: 75%
• Commitment fee: 1%

No matter your clients’ circumstances, 
let’s design solutions that close deals—
and open doors. 

Reach out to your sales rep today.
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2014
Year Casidy took up  
fishing again after  

university

$250,000
Amount the North Shore 

Streamkeepers raised for the 
Mosquito Creek project

300%
Increase in coho and chum 
salmon in Mosquito Creek 

since the project’s completion

INTO THE 
BLUE
Bringing fish back to British 
Columbia’s streams is broker 
Keegan Casidy’s mission

KEEGAN CASIDY’S abiding passion for aquatic habitat 
improvement has deep roots. “As a child, I used to fish the 
little creeks and streams in our neighbourhood,” he says. 
The burdens of higher education forced him to take a break 
from the hobby, but upon returning to North Vancouver 
and starting his career as a mortgage broker, Casidy decided 
to check on his former fishing haunts, which were now 
veering on the edge of extinction and unsustainability.

“Beyond the dire salmon populations, I noticed that the 
habitat had been severely degraded or destroyed,” he says. 
“I had to do something about it, because it was evident 
either nobody cared or nobody knew.”

 Casidy found the answer in North Shore Streamkeepers, 
where he currently serves as president. The group’s latest 
endeavour, the Lower Mosquito Creek Salmon Enhance-
ment Project, has brought impressive numbers of coho and 
chum salmon back to the waterway. It also impressed upon 
Casidy the importance of planning and communication in 
every sphere.

 “With the Mosquito Creek project, I was acting as a 
volunteer project manager, with no background in biology, 
science or engineering,” he says. “There were many chal-
lenges along the way: rules, regulations, stakeholder 
engagement and more. Communication with all parties and 
stakeholders is very important.”

 As with brokering, Casidy found that persistence was 
key. “Similar to when I wanted to quit the Mosquito Creek 
project, early on in my career as a mortgage broker, I asked 
myself if this was really what I wanted to do for the rest of 
my life. Being persistent as a broker and finding ways to 
make your clients’ file fit while achieving the best rate and 
product for them is super important.”
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The rate is just 
one part of the 
equation

Home Trust commits to what matters most

Common-sense 
lending since 1977

Self-employed 
entrepreneurs

Exceptional service 
for brokers

Solutions for clients 
with no minimum 
FICO® score 

The rate is just one part of 
the equation

Focus on what 
matters. 
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